Redox status in a model of cancer stem cells.
Reversible oxidation of Cys residues is a crucial element of redox homeostasis and signaling. According to a popular concept in oxidative stress signaling, the oxidation of targets of signals can only take place following an overwhelming of the cellular antioxidant capacity. This concept, however, ignores the activation of feedback mechanisms possibly leading to a paradoxical effect. In a model of cancer stem cells (CSC), stably overexpressing the TAZ oncogene, we observed that the increased formation of oxidants is associated with a globally more reduced state of proteins. Redox proteomics revealed that several proteins, capable of undergoing reversible redox transitions, are indeed more reduced while just few are more oxidized. Among the proteins more oxidized, G6PDH emerges as both more expressed and activated by oxidation. This accounts for the observed more reduced state of the NADPH/NADP+ couple. The dynamic redox flux generating this apparently paradoxical effect is rationalized in a computational system biology model highlighting the crucial role of G6PDH activity on the rate of redox transitions eventually leading to the reduction of reversible redox switches.